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- The most intuitive color palette design - Fast color search - Retrieve and save color codes - Highly
configurable with a customizable color palette - Select and customize colors from a variety of hues - Hex
color values converter - Convert and select colors from a variety of hues - Select and customize colors
from a variety of hues - Hex color value converter Features: - Hex color values converter - Color options
with a wide color palette - Automatically remember last selected color - Directly copy and paste the
selected color - Save colors from any Windows application - Highly configurable - Color picker ColorPalette picker - Color searcher - Retrieve and save color codes - Directly paste the selected color to
Excel, PowerPoint and many other apps Color manager is an innovative application that can create
stunning color schemes, but it can also save your time when you're doing a lot of customization.The
application allows you to create a customizable color scheme. Features: Color Scheme features - Easy
picker - Colors from palettes - Color selector - Advanced options - Apply an image as a color scheme Apply color schemes to groups - Support export to Excel, Word, PowerPoint and other formats - Save and
apply color schemes - Choose from a wide range of color schemes - Select and customize colors from a
variety of hues - Hex color values converter - Convert and select colors from a variety of hues - Select and
customize colors from a variety of hues - Hex color value converter Application supports: - Directly copy
and paste the selected color - Copy and paste color schemes to other Windows applications Color scheme
picker is one of the best tools for creating cool color schemes, but it can also save your time when you're
doing a lot of customization. The application allows you to create a customizable color scheme from
palettes or color selector. Color Scheme Picker Features - Easy picker - Colors from palettes - Color
selector - Advanced options - Apply an image as a color scheme - Apply color schemes to groups - Support
export to Excel, Word, PowerPoint and other formats - Save and apply color schemes - Choose from a wide
range of color schemes - Select and customize colors from a variety of hues - Hex color values converter Hex color values converter - Hex color values converter -

Color Archiver Portable
- Create Color Codes from a selected color on your screen and save them to your computer. - Lets you pick
up colors from your screen, use them for website design, decorate your desktop, paste them into emails,
or use them for custom backgrounds. - Enable your creativity by picking up colors you like from your
screen and playing with them using the full color, luminosity and saturation options. - Features a color
palette, color code generator, brush tool, color code and its address book, color properties calculator and
selector, color organizer and selector, basic color value calculator, color-coded revision system, option for
saving color codes, data entry tool, hex converter and built-in calculator. - Color code search function
enables you to find colors you need quickly and easily. - Color code labels are organised as a list, showing
color names on the left, color codes and numbers on the right. - Color color codes and hex codes can be
copied to the clipboard with one click. - Color codes can be kept as files or emailed to friends. - Color
Archiver can convert color codes to HEX, RGB, CMYK, HSL, HSB, RGBCMYK, LAB, HSB, and CMYK color
codes. - Color codes can be searched and browsed in all user-defined labels for easier color recognition. Color Archiver can open and print color codes from any application or file. - The program can work in
Windows 98, Windows Me, Windows 2000, Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8 and
Windows 10 * EXAMPLES: ** Highlighting text and browsing color codes ** Saving color codes as files **
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Copying color codes to the clipboard for paste ** Saving color codes as files and editing them with a tool **
Loading and editing multiple color codes from an application ** Saving color codes to the clipboard for
paste ** Printing color codes with a Windows printer ** Maintaining revision systems of color codes and
data © 2018, JKSoftware, Inc. All rights reserved Color Archiver Portable Cracked Version * Windows XP or
newer Version: 9.1.0.9 (224) File Size: 3,7 MB b7e8fdf5c8
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*... ASCII Art is a fun and easy way to draw beautiful graphics. This download includes 1,000 of the most
creative ASCII Art images as well as a large collection of free fonts. ASCII Art is the... Color junkie is a
simple, fast and easy-to-use color management software for web designers and developers which allows
users to find, search, display and select colors. Color junkie is particularly... 4Videosoft HD Video Converter
is a powerful video converter for converting HD and 4K videos into the most common video format, such
as mp4, mp3, mp2, mpeg and so on. It enables you to convert... Icon Painter is a fast and effective way to
paint over your image with a brush full of visually appealing custom icons. With it's huge library of icon
sets, you can get started in just minutes! The... All-In-One Image Resizer is the ultimate image resizer
software. It can resize multiple images simultaneously, and also resize images with a single mouse click. It
allows you to freely change image... All-In-One Photo Editor is a powerful photo editing software that is
designed for those who have no idea about photo editing. This program offers a wide array of photo
editing tools, with a built-in... All-In-One Photo Album Maker allows you to create and print beautiful photo
albums. With many unique styles and layouts, you will be able to create different kinds of photo albums
that are designed... All-In-One Video Editor is the ultimate video editor that includes powerful video
effects, audio effects, transitions and titles. You can use it to make your own professional videos quickly
and... With It's help, you can quickly share your photos and videos with others, including Facebook and
Twitter. Share your photos with hundreds of stock photos of the same size with just a few clicks. The...
With a simple interface and fast speed, Oval Window is a robust and reliable multi-document viewer which
lets you efficiently manage multi-documents of various types. Oval Window includes all the... ORISTO Pro
is a fast and powerful graphic design tool designed to create professional looking documents. It includes a
wide range of professional graphic templates and provides graphic designers the... Paint.NET is a free,
open source image editor. It can edit both photos and multi-media files and has a good set

What's New in the?
The color Archiver application is a cool color maker and a handy color tool. With this handy and reliable
application, you can create, select and save various color combinations, convert color palettes and create
your own color schemes. Color Archiver allows you to use a variety of color palettes and predefined colors,
customize your palette with the color picker and use the color searcher and the hex converter. Color
Archiver is fast, easy to use and suitable for creating professional-looking color schemes. Color Archive
Portable Features: * Functions: Color picker, color searcher, hex converter * Color palettes: Over 500 rich
color schemes, 50 predefined color palettes * Color schemes: Hundreds of colors for you to select * Color
palettes: Color palettes are organized in folders with names like “natural colors,” “basic colors” and
“monochrome” * Natural colors: Over 800 natural shades * Predefined color palettes: Based on a variety of
color palettes, like “Blues,” “Brilliant colors,” “Suns,” “Mood colors,” “Continuum,” “Modern gray,”
“Brush,” “Funky colors” and many others * Hex code converter * Light and dark modes * User-friendly
interface * Advanced settings * Color seeker and color picker (9 predefined color schemes) * Directories:
Create a folder for colors or palettes and categorize them with drag and drop Creation and design of icons
can take hours. This software creates icons out of icons within a few seconds. Icon Editor Video! Demonstration of Icon Editor 10.00 Features: * Saves the time-consuming task of creating icons from
scratch - icons found on the Internet are used. * Create and edit icons with any illustration software. *
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Customize icons with four paint programs (Adobe Illustrator CC 2017, Adobe Photoshop CC 2017,
CorelDRAW Graphics Suite 2017 and Paint Shop Pro Standard 2017). * Import, export and browse your
creations in the integrated Content Viewer. * Save time with preset templates for images of common
objects and forms, logos, envelopes and envelopes, posters and much more. * Customize icons with fonts,
three different styles (Modern, Black and White,
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System Requirements:
Minimum: OS: Windows 10/8/7/Vista SP1/XP SP3 Processor: 2GHz Intel Core2 Duo or AMD Athlon II X4
630+ Memory: 2GB RAM Hard Drive: 1 GB available space Recommended: Processor: 2GHz Intel Core 2
Quad or AMD Phenom II X6 1020 Memory: 4GB RAM
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